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CORPORATE INCOME TAX
A. Legislation
1. Deregulation of Natural Gas. (HB 279; SB 185). The tax structure applicable
to natural gas suppliers and pipeline distribution companies is substantially
revised. The gross receipts tax is eliminated and a corporate net income tax
and consumption tax are imposed.
2. Coalfield Tax Credit. (HB 732; SB 421). The date for availability of credit is
extended from tax years beginning before January 1, 2002 to tax years
beginning before January 1, 2008.
3. Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit. (SB 12). The carryover period for tax
credit is extended from five years to ten years. Both individuals and
businesses may qualify for the credit.
B. Rulings of the State Tax Commissioner
I. Apportionment\Financial Corporation. P.D. 99-50 (April 6, 1999).
Apportionment for financial corporations is based on costs of performance
that are directly related to income producing activities. The auditor incorrectly
attempted to distinguish direct costs from indirect costs. The ruling does not
describe the particular costs at issue.
2. Coalfield Tax Credit. P.D. 99-3 (January 8, 1999). Credits are allowed based
on taxable years rather than the year in which a tax return may be filed. Thus,
the 1999 credit must be claimed on the return for the company's 1999 taxable
year.
3. Coalfield Tax Credit. P.D. 99-16 (January 19, 1999). When stock in the
corporation that earns a coalfield tax credit is sold, the credit remains with the
corporation that is sold. That credit can then be used to offset either the
income tax of that company or the members of the new group with which it
files a consolidated or combined return. Any excess credit can then be used to
offset only other state taxes payable by the company that earned the credit.
4. Investment Income. P.D. 99-299 (November 18, 1999). The Commissioner
held that where the taxpayer established that its operations produced cash in
excess of its operating needs, and the cash was deposited into an investment
account over which the investment manager had full discretion with respect to
investments (subject to certain contractual guidelines), and that all income
from the investments was, pursuant to contract, to be reinvested, the
investment activities constituted a separate investment function making
passive investments not of an operational nature.
5. LLC's\Disregarded Entity. P.D. 99-57 (April 8, 1999). A single member LLC
that is treated as a disregarded entity for federal income tax purposes will be
similarly treated for Virginia income tax purposes; that is, it will not have to
register and file income tax returns. No withholding will be required so long
as the disregarded entity pays no salaries. Sales and use tax registration will
be required if the disregarded entity sells tangible personal property or makes
purchases on which use tax payments are required.
6. Qualified Settlement Funds. P.D. 99-260 (September 27, 1999). The
Commissioner confirmed that a Qualified Settlement Fund established under
I.R.C. § 468B, and located out of state, will be treated as a corporation for
Virginia income tax purposes, not as a non-resident trust.
7. Recycling Credits\Statute of Limitations. P.D. 99-48 (April 2, 1999).
Taxpayer attempted to amend its 1993 tax return based on certification by
DEQ of certain credits in late 1997. The amended returns were barred by the
statute of limitations. Virginia law has no provision holding the income tax
statute of limitations open pending certification of necessary facts by another
agency.
8. Telecommunications Companies. P. D. 99-240 (August 25, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that revenue generated by a telecommunications company
from providing Internet access services is included in the company's gross
receipts for purposes of computing the corporate income tax or the minimum
tax. If, however, the Internet access services are provided by a subsidiary that
does not meet the statutory definition of a telecommunications company, then
the revenues generated by the provision of the Internet access service will not
be included in the computation of the minimum tax.
9. Telephone Company Nexus. P.D. 99-139 (June 11, 1999). Telephone
company providing conference call service held to have no Virginia source
income because no calls originated or terminated in Virginia, apparently
because all calls are deemed to originate and terminate outside Virginia where
the conference service is provided. The Commissioner avoids ruling on the
constitutional and P.L. 86-272 issues.
10. Warranty Nexus. P.D. 99-278 (October 14, 1999). The Commissioner ruled
that an out-of-state taxpayer maintaining no physical presence in Virginia will
not become subject to Virginia income tax merely by virtue of contracting
with an unrelated third party to provide warranty service to Virginia
customers. If the taxpayer has an ownership interest in the warranty service
provider, whether the taxpayer will become subject to Virginia income tax
will depend upon whether the warranty service provider is an independent
contractor.
11. Nexus/Accounting Entity. P.D. 9.9-188 (July 15, 1999). Subsidiary that
existed solely as an accounting tool to consolidate members of the corporate
group was not includable in the Virginia consolidated return because it had no
nexus with Virginia. Query: If the items of income and loss counted for in
this entity relate to Virginia taxable income of the other entities, is Virginia
taxable income distorted by excluding it from the corporate group? Se.
Virginia Code § 58.1-446 (adjustments necessary to avoid distortions of
income).
12. Coalfield Tax Credit. P.D. 99-189 (July 16, 1999). Coalfield employment tax
credits are reported in the year earned and claimed in a subsequent year.
When a partnership or pass through entity earns such credits, the credits
belong to the partners in the year earned and not to the partners of the entity in
the year claimed. As the general rule, Isopach Maps of must be
filed in the year immediately following the year in which the credit is earned,
but an exception was made in the case of a short fiscal year.
13. S Corporation/ESOP. P.D. 99-190 (July 16, 1999). S Corporation is wholly
owned by an ESOP exempt from federal income taxation. The Department
treats trusts exempt from federal income tax as exempt from Virginia income
taxation except to the extent of unrelated business taxable income. Because
the ESOP is exempt from federal income tax, the S Corporation income will
no longer be characterized as unrelated business taxable income, and neither
the S Corporation nor the ESOP are required to file Virginia income tax
returns.
14. LLC/Alternative Apportionment. P.D. 99-195 (July 21, 1999). Corporation
leased real property, and all of its rental income and business was from
Virginia sources except its allocable share of income from an LLC which was
also engaged in the business of renting real property. Corporation was denied
permission to use an alternative apportionment method because the Virginia
three factor formula did not produce an unconstitutional result. Accordingly,
it was required to include its proportionate share of the property payroll and
sales of the LLC in its factors and to apply its consolidated apportionment
factors to its total taxable income (including rental income from outside
Virginia).
15. Nexus/PL 96-272. P.D. 99-196 (July 22, 1999). S Corporation was engaged
in the business of leasing employees to pharmaceutical companies. Activities
of these employees, on behalf of the pharmaceutical companies, was limited to
soliciting orders in Virginia for the sale of goods manufactured outside
Virginia. Held that the solicitation rule would apply to the manufacturing
business, but not to the employee leasing business with respect to which those
employees were not soliciting sales but were performing business activities.
Accordingly, the S Corporation had nexus with Virginia.
16. Combined Return/Acquired Entities. P.D. 99-201 (July 23, 1999).
Corporations filing on a combined return in Virginia were acquired by an
unrelated entity not subject to Virginia income taxation. Because corporations
are required to continue filing on the same basis as before, the acquired
entities were not required to request permission to file combined returns after
the acquisition.
17. Consolidated Return. P.D. 99-202 (July 23, 1999). Corporations previously
having elected to file on a separate basis could change to a combined return
but could not change to a consolidated return.
18. Consolidated Return/Election. P.D. 99-214 (August 2, 1999). Election to file
on a separate, combined or consolidated basis must be made in the first year
that two or more affiliates become subject to Virginia income tax. Permission
is required only to change from this initial election, not to make such an
election. Observation: because Virginia interprets its election rules so
unusually, making an "unnecessary" election to file on a consolidated basis in
the first or "election" year, is probably advisable.
19. Consolidated Return/Opt Out. P.D. 99-215 (August 2, 1999). Permission to
change from filing on a consolidated basis to a combined basis denied because
no extraordinary circumstances present.
20. Combined Returns. PD. 99-217 (August 3, 1999). Permission granted
prospectively to change from filing on a separate basis to a combined basis.
21. Combined Return/Initial Election. P.D. 99-218 (August 3, 1999). Permission
to file on a combined basis not required in initial year that two or more
affiliates become subject to Virginia income tax. Once an election is made,
however, permission is required to change from that filing method.
22. Combined Return. PD. 99-219 (August 3, 1999). Permission granted to
change filing method prospectively from separate to combined basis.
23. Interest Calculation. P.D. 99-226 (August 6, 1999). Interest is not calculated
for Virginia income tax purposes in the same manner as provided by IRC
§ 6601(f). Rather, interest is calculated on refunds as provided in § 58.1-
1833; on additions to tax under § 58.1-445.
24. Request to Consolidate. P.D. 99-227 (August 9, 1999). Taxpayer requested
permission to consolidate its accounts with five affiliates that were part of a
unitary group. Requests denied because the five affiliates were not subject to
Virginia income taxation. Note that request was filed under 23 VAC 10-120-
350 and not under § 58.1-446 which permits consolidation when inter-
company transactions distort Virginia taxable income.
25. Alternative Tax/Telecommunications Company. P.D. 99-240 (August 25,
1999). Are revenues from providing internet services includable in the gross
receipts of a telecommunications company for purposes of calculating the
alternative minimum tax based on gross receipts? Yes, the tax base includes
"all revenue." If the internet services are provided through a subsidiary which
is not a telecommunications company, however, those receipts will not be
included in the alternative minimum tax base.
26. AlliedSignal/Stock Sale. P.D. 99-241 (August 27, 1999). Taxpayer and
unrelated corporation created a subsidiary which marketed taxpayer's products
in Europe for many years. Taxpayer's attempt to reduce its Virginia taxable
income by the gain recognized on the sale of its 49% interest in the subsidiary
was denied. Although the taxpayer did not have a unitary relationship with
the sale subsidiary, its stock ownership in the subsidiary enabled it to gain
access to European markets, and this benefited its operations, meeting the
second test of AlliedSignal.
27. NOL's. P.D. 99-242 (August 27, 1999). Because Virginia does not have a
separate NOL provision, the carryback and carryforward of net operating
losses follows federal rules. When a separate division was incorporated,
NOLs of the corporation could not be carried back to years before the
corporation came into existence even though those NOL's were carried back
on the federal consolidated return. Accordingly, those NOL's were properly
carried forward on the Virginia separate returns.
28. Coal Tax Credit/Merger. P.D. 99-262 (September 29, 1999). Even though
subsidiaries which earned a coal credit will be merged into the parent (or
another entity) and disappear, their earned credits may be claimed by the
surviving entity of the merger.
29. Combined Return. P.D. 99-266 (September 30, 1999); P.D. 99-271 (October
5, 1999); P.D. 99-272 (October 7, 1999); P.D. 99-277 (October 15, 1999);
P.D. 99-280 (October 14, 1999); P.D. 99-281 (October 14, 1999). Permission
granted to change prospectively from filing on a separate return basis to filing
on a combined return basis.
30. PL 86-272/ To Service. P.D. 99-278 (October 14, 1999). Out-of-
state company sells product into Virginia from locations outside of Virginia.
It also provides a parts. warranty, from locations outside Virginia, and an on-
site service warranty provided by a third party. Virginia will apply the rules of
PL 86-272 to both sale of tangible personal property and services. Whether
the on-site services provided by the third party will subject the out-of-state
business to Virginia taxation depends on a facts and circumstances analysis of
whether that third party is an independent contractor. Virginia will consider
both the ownership of that entity and contractual relationships to determine
whether there is the potential for control that will negate the independence of
the entity.
31. Consolidated Return Election. P.D. 99-282 (October 15, 1999). Permission
to change from separate to consolidated return filing was denied. The fact that
various members of the corporate group were not on the same tier levels of
ownership did not prohibit them from having made an election previously.
Accordingly, their election to file on a separate basis in Virginia precludes
their ability to file consolidated thereafter.
32. Corporate Domicile. P.D. 99-287 (November 5, 1999). Taxpayers revenues
were all earned in Virginia, but it also had an office in the District of
Columbia. It requested a determination as to whether its corporate domicile
was in Virginia. The ruling lists a variety of factors that are considered in
making this determination: seat of corporate , where management
functions, where policies are developed, where directors' meetings are held,
where key administrative decisions are made, etc.
33. Foreign Source Income. P.D. 99-292 (November 12, 1999). Income for the
use of patents and trademarks was incorrectly characterized on the tax return
as "technical service fees." Upon proper proof by the taxpayer, this income
was treated as "royalties" and a foreign source income deduction was allowed.
34. AlliedSignal/Operational. P.D. 99-292 (November 12, 1999). Taxpayer's
sale of a 14% ownership interest in a corporation was held to be includable in
apportionable income because it served an operational function. Funds for the
acquisition of the interest were borrowed, and the tax deductions benefited the
operations. Observation: the test under AlliedSignal is whether the
investment serves an operational function, not whether the proceeds from the
investment benefit operations. Focusing on whether deduction attributed to
borrowings necessary to acquire the interest should be considered under the
same test.
35. Land Conservation Easement. P.D. 99-293 (November 12, 1999).
Organization promoting the development of nature trails in a community
requested donation of easements from private land owners to permit access to
trails. The donation of these easements was held to qualify for a 50% of value
credit against the Virginia income tax (if the credit becomes effective) but
only if the entity to which the easement is donated is an "eligible donee."
36. Foreign Source Income/Form 1118. P.D. 99-298 (November 18, 1999). The
accounting for expenses on Form 1118 is presumed to be correct and accurate,
but these expenses (which offset foreign source income) can be altered based
on actual entity-by-entity records.
37. AlliedSinal/Interest Income. P.D. 99-299 (November 18, 1999). Business
generated significant cash flow beyond operational needs, and cash was
invested by a separate manager which had complete discretionary authority.
No funds were withdrawn from this investment account by the taxpayer.
Held: the taxpayer carried its burden of proof under AlliedSigLal to show that
the investment account did not serve an operational function. Query: is the
Commissioner's focus on the use of the income from the investment proper
under AlliedSignal?
38. Consolidated Return Election. P.D. 99-312 (December 10, 1999). First full
taxable year in which a corporation and its subsidiary are both subject to
Virginia income taxation is the first year in which an election must be made to
file separate, combined or consolidated. No election is made based on the
returns filed during an initial short year period.
39. ACRS Refund. P.D. 99-318 (December 22, 1999). For corporations filing on
a calendar year basis, the three year statute of limitations for claiming the
benefit of unused ACRS deductions expires April 15, 2001.
40. Issues on Appeal. P.D. 99-319 (December 22, 1999). This ruling raises two
very important and new issues. First, the Commissioner agrees to look behind
the federal return and allow a taxpayer to adjust deductions that were
incorrectly reported for federal income tax purposes. Numerous previous
rulings suggest a contrary policy by the Department. Second, the
Commissioner rules that, subject only to the statute of limitations, additional
tax, penalties and interest may be assessed on issues spotted in the appeal that
were not raised in the audit.
41. Coalfield Credits/Fiscal Years. P.D. 00-5 (February 22, 2000). This ruling
discusses how various factors are prorated when a corporation changes its tax
year form a fiscal to a calendar year or visa versa. In addition, the ruling
indicates that tonnage reports and Isopach mapping reports must be filed in the
year following the year in which a credit is claimed.
42. Intercompany Transactions. P.D. 00-20 (March 24, 2000). Parent establishes
a subsidiary by contributing assets and a note in exchange for common and
preferred stock. Although the Department will not give advanced rulings
under § 58.1-446, the Commissioner notes that if the terms of the loan meet
the fair market value and other standards of the "safe harbor" in the
regulations, the interest deduction by Parent will be allowed, and the
dividends payable by subsidiary will be excludable from Virginia taxable
income. Note: this ruling may be a very important preview to the
Department's long awaited position with respect to Delaware Investment
Holding Companies.
43. Consolidated Return Election. P.D. Taxpayer requested
permission to file a consolidated return with subsidiaries that previously had
not been subject to Virginia income taxation. The Commissioner determined
that one of the subsidiaries, which utilized an independent contractor to
provide services in Virginia, was thereby subject to Virginia income taxation
in one of the previous years. Accordingly, the Commissioner holds that the
one entity that did file a separate return in Virginia had made an irrevocable
election to do so and thereafter the group could not file on a consolidated
basis.
44. Nexus/Truck Deliveries. Out-of-state taxpayer delivered product to Virginia
customer using its own trucks and common carriers. In addition, it honored
the manufacturers warranty approximately five times a year and once a year
repaired items not covered under the manufacturers warranty. Finally, its
truck drivers provided unpacking and set up services for the products. The
Commissioner rules that these activities conducted on a continuous basis were
not de minimis and were not trivial. They exceeded the protection of PL 86-
272. Taxpayer also held to have nexus for sales and use tax purposes. The
possibility of a settlement, applying the tax on a perspective basis, is noted in
the ruling. Comment: in cases of debatable nexus, the Commissioner will
often consider accepting registration by the taxpayer on a perspective basis
and, in circumstances where the nexus is less debatable, limiting the
taxpayer's exposure to three years of past taxes, with interest but without
penalties. Such compromises must be carefully negotiated.
45. Multistate Apportionment. P.D. 00-79 (May 15, 2000). Unless a
corporation's activities provide another state with jurisdiction to impose a net
income or similar tax, it must pay tax to Virginia on 100% of its taxable
income. If a corporation is not required to pay income tax to another state
because of PL 86-272, then that state does not have jurisdiction to impose
such a tax. Accordingly, a taxpayer that is unable to produce actual returns
showing sufficient nexus in another state to permit that state to impose its tax
will not be permitted to allocate and apportion its income under Virginia law.
Inclusion in a unitary return does not necessarily establish that the taxing state
has such nexus. Comment: although the Department will apparently consider
all facts in making this nexus determination, the absence of actual returns filed
with another state presents the taxpayer with a steep uphill climb.
46. Land Conservation Credit. P.D. 00-106 (May 30, 2000). The credit allowed
for qualifying donations of land for conservation purposes is limited to (i)
50% of the fair market value of the donation and the lesser of (ii) (A) taxable
income for each year and (B) the annual limitation for that year. The annual
limitation caps the amount that a taxpayer can claim in any year and not the
amount that can be earned in total. A taxpayer whose taxable income exceeds
the annual limitation each year can claim a credit totaling $525,000 (if the gift
exceeds that value) for the years 2000-2005.
47. Federal Adjustments. P.D. 00-140 (July 31, 2000). Federal audit resulted in
tax increases for two years and decreases for two years. The taxpayer filed
amended returns 14 months after the audit report. The Commissioner
assessed the additional tax for the two years but refused to allow an offset for
the two years in which taxable income was decreased in the federal audit. The
reason was that the amended return was not [TAPE RAN OUT]
48. Qualified Equity and Subordinated Debt Investment Tax Credits. P.D. 00-141
(July 31, 2000). This Tax Bulletin sets forth procedures necessary to claim the
tax credit allowed by House Bill 1359 (1998). In particular, it should be noted
that the taxpayer must apply for the credit before the issuance of any equity or
subordinated debt.
II. INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
A. Legislation
1. Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit. (SB 12). The carryover period for tax
credit is extended from five years to ten years. Both individuals and
businesses may qualify for the credit.
2. Withholding. (HB 94; SB 46). The effective date of additional individual
income tax withholding allowances is deferred from January 1, 2001 until
January 1, 2003.
B. Rulings of the State Tax Commissioner
1. Amended Returns: P.D. 99-273 (October 7, 1999). As a result of adjustments
made during an audit of the taxpayers' federal returns, the taxpayers had
additional Virginia tax due for 1993, and had overpaid their Virginia taxes for
1992 and 1994. The Department assessed the additional tax due for 1993, but
denied the taxpayers' claims for refund of the 1992 and 1994 overpayments
and refused to offset the 1993 assessment by these amounts. The basis for the
denial and refusal was the taxpayers' failure to file their claims for refund
within one year of the IRS' final determination.
2. Incentive Stock Options. P.D. 99-79 (April 20, 1999). The gain from the sale
of stock acquired under an ISO plan constitutes income from Virginia sources
when (1) the ISO constitutes a form of employee compensation, and (2) the
related employment was performed in Virginia. The amount of compensation
attributable to the ISO is determined when the ISO is exercised and the stock
is subsequently sold. It is the lesser of the income or gain recognized for
federal income tax purposes or the amount by which the fair market value of
the stock exceeded the option price on the date the option was exercised. Any
appreciation in the fair market value of the stock after the ISO is exercised but
before the stock is sold constitutes investment income rather than
compensation, and, therefore, does not constitute Virginia source income.
III. RETAIL SALES & USE TAXES
A. Rulings of the State Tax Commissioner
1. Bad Debt. P.D. 99-37 (March 30, 1999). The assignee of an installment sale
contract is entitled to claim a bad debt credit against his retail sales and use tax
liability on the return filed following the period in which the debt was declared
uncollectable. A prerequisite to claiming the credit is that the assignee must
be a Virginia-registered dealer.
2. Charitable Organization. P.D. 99-284 (October 15, 1999). Purchases by a
charity without a specific statutory exemption are fully taxable.
3. Computer Software/Maintenance Contracts. P.D. 99-283 (October 14, 1999).
The sale of computer software that is not "custom software" is generally
taxable, and "maintenance contracts" with respect to those software products
are also taxable. When those maintenance contracts call for the provision of
both labor and materials, the tax is limited to 50% of the charge. If the charge
is for a transfer purely by electronic means, the Department's policy is not to
tax
4. Contractors/Church Windows. P.D. 99-276 (October 13, 1999). Taxpayer
who sold and installed stained glass windows to churches was a real estate
contractor and was taxable on all of its purchases used in its construction
contracts. Auditors incorrectly taxed the contractor as a retailer of such items.
Observation: Note the reluctance of auditors (but generally not the
Commissioner) to grant credits when tax is paid erroneously under sales tax
theory and it should have been paid a use tax theory.
5. Data Conversion. P.D. 99-317 (December 15, 1999). Mortgage lender
provided a processor with loan data monthly, and the processor took that raw
data, processed it, and returned it in a newly-formatter disc to the taxpayer.
This was held to be taxable "fabrication."
6. Exemption Certificates. P.D. 99-285 (October 15, 1999). Taxpayer did not
properly rely on an exemption certificate given by a customer for purchases of
pizza ovens. The property in question (i.e., ovens) is not consistent with a
claim that the taxpayer was manufacturing and distributing pizza products.
7. First Use. P.D. 99-40 (March 31, 1999). A contractor who had building
materials and other supplies delivered to his Virginia warehouse, pending
shipment to construction sites inside and outside of Virginia, was deemed to
have made a taxable "first use" of the property in Virginia by virtue of receipt
and storage at the warehouse.
8. Information Technology. P.D. 99-303 (November 29, 1999). Taxpayer
purchased information from the government on tapes, disks, and other tangible
media, compiled that information into CD format and subcontracted the
production of CDs to a third party. The Commissioner held that the purchases
of tangible material were subject to tax. The company was not a manufacturer
because it subcontracted the manufacturing activities. Nor did the purchases
qualify for the R&D exemption because the taxpayer merely accumulated
existing knowledge, its activities did not produce "new knowledge."
9. Low Income Housing Construction. P.D. 99-251 (September 20, 1999).
Contractor is entitled to buy exempt from sales and use tax materials for low
income housing project funded by HUD.
10. Manufacturing/Printer. P.D. 99-301 (November 18, 1999). An industrial
printer was engaged in a direct mail business. The Commissioner held that a
bar coding process used to sort the envelopes and mail it printed was exempt
because the bar coding activity occurred before the product was completed,
packaged, and ready for sale. A computer system that transforms production
documents into computer images which were then transmitted to customers
for "quality control" was held to be taxable. The computers in question may
have facilitated quality control, but they did not actually perform the quality
control process. Observation: What about an x-ray machine that examines
the strength of a weld? Just because a machine "observes" an aspect of
production, does that mean it is not part of the quality control process?
11. Manufacturing/ouality Control. P.D. 99-253 (September 24, 1999).
Chemicals utilized in a plant boiler of a facility that processed poultry
products by cooking held to be directly used in manufacturing and exempt.
The chemicals in question were used in the boiler to sanitize and water and
remove minerals from the water. The minerals came into direct contact with
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the poultry as it was cooked. The chemicals were necessary to produce the
produce for sale to the customer.
12. Manufacturing/Quality Control. P.D. 99-291 (November 12, 1999). When
taxpayer tested samples from its production runs to determine if they meet
emission control standards, it was not conducting "production line testing and
quality control." The testing was done after the goods have left the production
line. Observation: Does the statute really need to be amended to add a ","
after "production line testing" to carry out the legislature's intent? A second
aspect of this ruling reaches the common sense conclusion that equipment
used to test component parts purchased from third party is exempt because this
is part of "handling and storage of raw materials."
13. Occasional Sale. P.D. 99-53 (April 7, 1999). Where an entity was formed
solely to effect the liquidation of a number of hotels, the occasional sale
exemption did not apply to the sale of all of the selling entity's assets. The
hotel operator went bankrupt, and the creditor did not want the hotels. Seller
was formed to acquire the hotels from the creditor and to liquidate them. The
seller sold all of the hotels in a relatively small number of transactions
completed over a relatively short period of time such that it met the Steuart
Petroleum criteria for the occasional sale exemption. However, the
Commissioner ruled that the occasional sale exemption did not apply because
the seller acquired the hotels with the stated purpose of selling them. Query:
Is there any legal basis for the Commissioner's conclusion that "the
fundamental characteristic of an occasional sale is that it lacks continuity and
regularity and it occurs without being expected or without design"? Does this
mean that "occasional sales" must happen without any planning?
14. Occasional Sale. P.D. 99-316 (December 15, 1999). Retail business with 280
Virginia stores and a distribution center proposed a reorganization by which it
would transfer 277 stores and its distribution to a new LLC. The
Commissioner rules that this transfer will qualify as a transfer of "all or
substantially all of the assets of any business." Observation: Note that the
Commissioner did not follow the pattern of previous rulings suggesting that
any contribution to capital of a new corporation or entity qualifies as an
"occasional sale" under the reorganization concept.
15. PhotocopyinR. P.D. 99-302 (November 17, 1999). Persons selling
photocopies must charge tax on those copies but are entitled to purchase
chemicals, papers and other supplies under a resale exemption certificate.
Note that the activity is not "manufacturing" so that the machinery cannot be
purchased free of the tax.
16. Procedure/Proof of Tax Payment. P.D. 99-263 (September 29, 1999). Real
estate contractor asserted that items purchased at auction certainly had sales
tax included in the purchase price. Commissioner rules against the taxpayer
because no sales is reflected on the invoices. Observation: The only way the
taxpayer will win this one is to go to the auctioneers and establish that sales
tax was collected by them and remitted to the Department notwithstanding the
presentation on their invoices.
17. Purchase of a Business/Successor Liability. P.D. 99-297 (November 15,
1999). Ruling is unclear as to whether taxpayer purchased the stock of an
existing business or the assets and liabilities of that business. Either way,
purchaser is liable for undercollected taxes preceding the date of purchase.
Observation: Taxpayer's practical remedy is to address these issues in the
purchase agreement.
18. Room Rentals/Churches. P.D. 99-254 (September 24, 1999). The charge for
renting conference rooms and facilities to churches for religious services held
to be taxable because these are sales of "taxable services" and not tangible
personal property. Observation: This type of position by the Department
inevitably leads to a more complicated statute.
19. Royalty Payments. P.D. 99-7 (January 8, 1999). Royalties paid under a
licensing agreement that covers intellectual property as well as tangible
personal property (still photographs, film footage, text, artwork, etc.) are
subject to sales tax. By contrast, royalties paid under a licensing agreement
that covers intellectual property only are not subject to tax because no tangible
personal property is involved.
20. Sale-Leaseback. P.D. 99-104 (May 5, 1999). A vendor must obtain a resale
certificate from the purchaser to whom taxable tangible personal property is
invoiced. Where the purchaser intended to acquire tangible personal property
from the vendor and to simultaneously sell the property to a third party for
subsequent taxable leaseback to the purchaser, the purchaser must provide
resale certificate to the vendor even though the third party will pay the
vendor's bill directly.
21. School Yearbooks. P.D. 99-261 (September 28, 1999). The exemptions for
sales to certain schools for use in fundraising activities applies to school
yearbooks even if the marketing arrangements for those yearbooks are such
that the schools may not make a profit. Dictum in the ruling suggests that
receipt of a valid exemption certification is a sine quae non to making exempt
sales and purchases. Observation: The Commissioner's rulings more and
more frequently contain language suggesting that taking an exemption
certificate is necessary to obtain an exemption. Virginia Code § 58.1-623A,
however, indicates that the exemption certificate simply shifts the burden of
proof.
22. Services/Medical Bracelets. P.D. 99-268 (September 30, 1999). Taxpayer
provided a medical information storage service. Each enrolled subscriber was
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given a bracelet with an emergency telephone number that could be called to
gain access to specific medical information. Held to be a service so that
charge for bracelets to consumers were not taxable.
23. Shipping and Handling. P. D. 99-289 (November 8, 1999). When the
taxpayer's form says "shipping and handling," the charge will be taxable even
if the taxpayer claims that the charge is solely for shipping.
24. Trial Merchandise. P.D. 99-62 (April 12, 1999). A taxpayer's providing of
products to a customer on a "trial basis" does not constitute a taxable use of
the product by the taxpayer, and the product does not lose its status as part of
the taxpayer's resale inventory. The taxpayer allowed customers to use
products on a "trial basis" for a specified period of time, and issued a "no
charge" invoice. Products returned within the trial period were returned to the
taxpayer's resale inventory, and the customer was not charged; products not
returned within the trial period were invoiced to the customer.
IV. BUSINESS LICENSE TAX
A. Legislation
1. Related Entity Exclusion. (HB 1494). Certain intercompany transfers are
now excluded from the local gross receipts tax base, also known as the
business, professional and occupational license ("BPOL") tax. This exclusion
is expanded to apply the treatment currently given to corporations to LLCs and
limited partnerships.
B. Court Decisions
1. Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc. v. Arlington County, Law Nos. 97-1232 and
94-1483 (Arlington County Cir. Ct., May 6, 1999) involved the assessment of
business license taxes. The Arlington County Circuit Court disagreed with the
County's assessment and found that Mutual Broadcasting System's Arlington
studio provided a "radio broadcasting service" and thus was entitled to the
exemption from license taxation afforded by Virginia Code § 58.1-3703(B)(3).
Arlington County has filed a Petition for Appeal.
2. Board Of Dirs. Of The Tuckahoe Ass'n. Inc. v. City, 257 Va. 110, 510 S.E.2d
238 (1999). The Supreme Court of Virginia determined that a condominium
association that purchased utilities at commercial rates based on master meters
and paid the charges out of amounts collected from the individual unit owners
was not entitled to be classified as a residential consumer under a city
ordinance. The city based its classifications on the type of service the
purchaser was billed for rather than on where or how the service was used.
Under the city charter the tax was imposed on the purchasers not the end-
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users. The end-users were not purchasers because they did not individually
contract and pay for the services.
C. Opinions of the Attorney General
1. Manufacturing. (Va. Atty. Gen. Op. dated June 7, 1999). The Attorney
General reviews the definition of "manufacturing" under state law noting the
liberal construction that the Virginia Supreme Court has accorded the term.
The Attorney General opines that in light of the liberal construction, the BPOL
Guidelines are not in conflict with the Virginia Supreme Court's construction
of the term "manufacturing." The Attorney General further stated that the
question whether a company engaged in the assembly of materials is or is not
a manufacturer remains a question of fact and will depend on an analysis of
such factors as to type of material being assembled, the complexity of the
process, and the product resulting from the assembly.
2. Gross Receipts: Travel Agency. Op. Atty. Gen. 98-110, 1999 Va. AG Lexis
63 (September 14, 1999). Whether the funds a travel agency receives from its
client for payment to airlines, cruise lines or hotels constitute gross receipts
within the meaning of § 58.1-3735 depends on the nature of the transaction
among the agency, its client and the recipients of the funds. The Attorney
General opined that the client submits funds to the travel agency for
disbursement to the intended recipients on the clients' behalf, and the travel
agency charges the client a separate fee for the services it renders the client,
the funds the agency disburses to the recipients could not be included in the
agency's gross receipts. If, on the other hand, the travel agency in effect,
purchases products and resells them to its client at an increased price, the total
cost to the client is included in the travel agency's gross receipts. The Attorney
General stated that final determination is to be made by the commissioner of
the revenue upon consideration of all of the facts.
D. Rulings of the State Tax Commissioner
1. Classification: Warranties. P.D. 99-121 (May 21, 1999). The Commissioner
ruled that a company selling new tire warranties to purchasers of new
automobiles is in engaged in a business service. It is not a merchant, because
it does not sell "goods" and it is not providing a "financial service" as defined
in the regulations.
2. Classification: Employees. P.D. 99-122 (May 21, 1999). The Commissioner
ruled that a taxpayer, who was employed by a governmental entity, and was
responsible for paying certain federal and state taxes which were then
reimbursed by a third party, was clearly an employee and therefore was not
subject to gross receipts taxation.
3. Classification: Wholesale Merchant. P.D. 99-125 (May 26, 1999). The
Commissioner held that "fleet sales" of automobiles are generally recognized
as wholesale sales.
4. Classification: Wholesale Merchant. P.D. 99-141 (July 11, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that sales of crushed stone to asphalt and ready-mix
plants are wholesale sales because the stone will be incorporated into a new
product for resale. With respect to other sales of crushed stone, a facts and
circumstances test is applied that focuses on (i) characteristics of the
purchaser, (ii) the purchaser's use of the merchandise and, (iii) to a lesser
degree, the price and quantity of the product sold. As a general rule, sales in
quantity or at a discount suggest wholesale transactions. Note the necessity of
"substantiating the lower prices."
5. Classification: Wholesale Warehouse. P.D. 99-199 (July 23, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that a business classified as a "wholesale merchant" is
generally taxable with respect to "purchases" which are deemed to take place
at the warehouse or place of delivery to the customer. No tax is owed at
wholesale merchant's office in a locality where goods are not delivered to the
customer.
6. Classification. P.D. 99-211 (July 30, 1999). The Commissioner ruled that a
Taxpayer who provided energy related services including (1) energy audits for
homeowners and (2) quality control inspections of heat pump installations for
an electric utility, and had traditionally filed under two license categories, was
engaged in two businesses. He rejected the locality's attempts to change this,
thereby forcing the taxpayer's total receipts to exceed the minimum threshold.
The taxpayer is engaged in two different businesses because it is (1) providing
services to individuals and (2) providing services to corporations, and the two
activities are independent of each other.
7. Classification: Printers. P.D. 99-228 (August 10, 1999). The Commissioner
ruled that although printers are generally considered manufacturers for
Virginia tax purposes, an insubstantial amount of printing activity will not
cause the entire business to be exempt from local license taxation. Whether
printing activity is substantial is a question of fact.
8. Classification. P.D. 99-233 (August 12, 1999). The Commissioner ruled that
a company providing building inspection services to residential customers and
to commercial customers was engaged in two separate businesses. Receipts
could not be aggregated by locality for purposes of determining whether
business exceeded the threshold.
9. Exclusions: Trucking Company. P.D. 99-212 (July 29, 1999). A motor
vehicle carrier formerly certified by the ICC is exempt from business license
taxation.
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10. Exclusions: Manufacturing/Printing. P.D. 99-264 (September 30, 1999).
Printing books and other products is manufacturing. This includes the use of
both traditional presses and modem technology that produces a camera ready
proof. It does not include "desk top publishing."
11. Exclusions: Manufacturing. P.D. 99-296 (November 17, 1999). Company
that produced computer software with instructions, manuals, etc. packaged for
sale was a manufacturer. Issues regarding (1) wholesale v. retail, (2)
substantiality when work was subcontracted and (3) place of sale. Royalties
paid to parent corporation not taxable to parent (pending proof).
12. Exclusions: Insurance. P.D. 99-275 (October 8, 1999). Insurance companies
paying a state license tax are exempted from BPOL tax. Local tax on Tricare
health insurance plan administration may also be pre-empted by 32 CFR
§ 199.17(a)(7).
13. Exclusions: Taxable Privilege/Administrative Offices. P.D. 99-300
(November 18, 1999). Pharmaceutical manufacturer planned to move certain
administrative functions (finance, transportation, info technology and
customer service) to off-site offices. Is new office taxable? No. Support
services for business generate no taxable receipts. As to sales revenues, facts
show that there would be no sales solicitation at new office, and contracts
would continue to be accepted at plant.
14. Exclusions: Affiliated LLCs. P.D. 99-309 (November 30, 1999). The
exclusion from gross receipts for receipts between members of an affiliated
group did not apply under previous law to any entity other than a corporation.
This rule has now been changed effective July 1, 2000.
15. Exclusions: Employee versus Independent Contractor. P.D. 99-3 10
(December 9, 1999). Although employees are generally not subject to BPOL
taxation, independent contractors are. When corporation treated person as an
independent contractor for federal tax purposes, that status plus the locality's
determination that the person is an independent contractor will be upheld by
the Commissioner in face of conflicting evidence.
16. Exclusions: Manufacturing/Sale of Goods. P.D. 99-311 (December 8, 1999).
Taxpayer was engaged in the business of dying textiles and applying
performance enhancing treatments to produce a finished product. Before the
application of these processes, the goods were not usable by the ultimate
consumer. The Commissioner holds that this process constitutes
manufacturing. Because the corporation, however, did not own the goods that
it was treating (due to a financing arrangement), the gross receipts from this
activity were held to be subject to local BPOL taxation because the company
was not "manufacturing and selling at the place of manufacture." A successor
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corporation, however, that held title to the goods was held to be exempt from
BPOL taxation.
17. Gross Receipts: LLC's. P.D. 99-9 (January 11, 1999). Although disregarded
for income tax purposes, a single member LLC is potentially subject to
business license taxation if it has a definite place of business. Query: Can a
single member LLC be used to shelter income from BPOL taxation? See
comment to P.D. 99-87.
18. Gross Receipts: Loan Companies. P.D. 99-87 (April 23, 1999). The
Commissioner addressed the proper tax base for a local office that originates
loans and forwards them to another office for processing, etc. The
Commissioner concluded that it may be appropriate to determine local tax
base using payroll apportionment. Observation: it may be possible to reduce
total tax base by transferring loan portfolio to a special purpose entity to hold
for investment.
19. Gross Receipts: Affiliates. P.D. 99-176 (June 30, 1999). The Commissioner
ruled that an LLC owned by an individual cannot be treated as a member of an
affiliated group so that transactions between the corporation and the LLC were
subject to local license taxation.
20. Gross Receipts: Beginners Convention. P.D. 99-210 (July 28, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that the "true up" for a beginning business is made only
in the first year and not in subsequent years. Although the result may depend
on the local ordinance, the usual rule in applying the "beginners convention"
is that prior years' gross receipts are not used to measure the tax until the
taxpayer has been in business for an entire year. Thus, year 1 is based on
actual receipts; year 2 is based on actual receipts (because year one was a
partial year); and year 3 is based on year 2's receipts. No "true up" should be
payable with respect to year 3's tax base, but tax should be based on actual
receipts for years I and 2 under many local ordinances.
21. Gross Receipts: Trustee Fees. P.D. 99-208 (July 29, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that a taxpayer's reporting of trustee's commissions on a
Schedule C of his 1040 and later amending that to reflect the commissions as
"other income" created a rebuttable presumption that the taxpayer is in the
business of being a trustee and subject to local license taxation. The
Commissioner lacked sufficient facts to make a final determination.
22. Gross Receipts: Extraordinary Receipts. P.D. 99-209 (July 29, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that where a construction contractor restructured its
business in preparation for retirement of the owner/brothers, and a certain lot
and construction inventory was sold to an LLC owned by family members, the
proceeds from the sale of these assets were subject to local license taxation
because these inventory items were not "capital assets" and would eventually
be sold to customers.
23. Gross Receipts: Beginners Convention. P.D. 99-229 (August 10, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that a company which can accurately forecast its gross
receipts must nevertheless file in its third taxable year based on its second
taxable year receipts. Assuming the local ordinance bases current year's tax
(after beginners convention period) on prior year's receipts, the corporation
must follow this methodology.
24. Gross Receipts: Beginners Convention. P.D. 99-232 (August 12, 1999). The
Commissioner considered a factual dispute as to whether a company started
business on December 13, 1996 or January 1, 1997. For purposes of 1998
business license, the Commissioner held that the tax should be based on 1997
receipts because the company was in fact in business for the entire year.
25. Gross Receipts: Beginners Convention. P.D. 99-237 (August 23, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that a corporation which converted its business to an LLC
was deemed to be a new business for business license tax purposes.
Accordingly, it was required to be taxed under the "beginners convention."
26. Gross Receipts: Subcontracts. P.D. 99-252 (September 24, 1999).
Architectural firm subcontracted certain engineering services on its "turn-key"
projects. Held that these gross receipts are taxable to architect. Situs is
architect's office which controls services, fees for these engineering services
are taxable as part of architect's gross receipts. Ruling states that the licensed
privilege is simply "engaging in business." This dictum is incorrect, but does
not affect the outcome. The privilege is that of an architect or arguably a
professional service provider. Under the BPOL guidelines, the subcontracted
services are taxable as a cost of performing those contracts and that privilege.
27. Gross Receipts: Subcontracts. P.D. 99-256 (September 24, 1999). Same
issues as in P.D. 99-252 but with government contract. Dictum in P.D. 99-
252 is more carefully explained. No agency found when cost of sub treated as
cost of goods sold for federal income tax purposes. Notes that for a PC, each
member of the firm must receive benefit of the $100,000 threshold. See Va.
Code § 13.1-554.
28. Gross Receipts: Subcontracts. P.D. 99-257, 99-258, 99-259 (September 24,
1999). Same as P.D. 99-252 and P.D. 99-256.
29. Gross Receipts: Travel Agents. P.D. 99-270 (October 4, 1999). Travel agent,
which holds proceeds from ticket sales in earmarked accounts for its principal
and is by contract constituted an agent, cannot be taxed on those sales receipts.
Taxable only on its commissions. Issues of federal pre-emption also raised
under 49 U.S.C. § 4016.
30. Gross Receipts: Employee Leasing Company. P.D. 99-305 (November 29,
1999). Company that leases employees to other companies is not entitled to
deduct the salaries for "its employees" for business license tax purposes. The
payments from the clients are treated as income to the employee leasing
company, and the payment of salaries and benefits are treated as expenses.
This is not consistent with arguing that the leased employees are paid under an
agency arrangement.
31. Gross Receipts: Self Service. P.D. 99-307 (November 30, 1999). The
operation of a "transfer facility" which simply stores goods without selling
them or providing that service to others does not give rise to taxable gross
receipts.
32. Gross Receipts: Food Stamps. P.D. 99-307 (November 30, 1999). Gross
receipts attributable to food stamp sales are fully taxable.
33. Manufacturing Exemption. P.D. 99-14 (January 19, 1999). The prohibition
against business license taxation of manufacturers applies only to
"manufacturing and selling at wholesale at the place of manufacture." Thus, a
company that performed manufacturing activities on inventory owned by
another person was subject to business license taxation because it could not be
engaged in the business of selling those goods which it did not own. Caution:
any contract for the performance of a manufacturing process in which the
manufacturer does not take title to the goods or materials being processed
potentially subjects the business to gross receipts license taxation.
34. Rate: Federal Research & Development. P.D. 99-290 (November 8, 1999).
Certain prime contractors on R&D for federal government can be taxed at rate
no greater than .0003 (3 cents/$100).
35. Severance Tax. P.D. 99-306 (November 29, 1999). The severance tax
applicable to persons severing oil, gas, coal or minerals from the earth utilizes
a different gross receipts base than the usual business license tax. The tax
applies either when the gas is used or sold in the taxing locality or when the
gas is placed in transit from the taxing locality. Where there is no use or sale
within the taxing locality, the gas must be valued at the time it is placed in
transit. This properly excludes from the ultimate gross receipts of sale
expenses incurred after the placement of the gas in transit which add to its
value.
36. Situs: Indevendent Sales Representative. P.D. 99-10 (January 11, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that an independent contractor working out of his home
and selling merchandise by catalog and by bringing customers to company
showroom is licensable at his home as a commission merchant. The tax base
is based on commission, not gross receipts from sales, because the salesman
does not take title to property.
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37. Situs: Administrative Office. P.D. 99-92 (April 30, 1999). Bookkeeping
office located in different locality than corporation's coal mine may be
required to pay local fee ($100.00 or less) but has no taxable gross receipts
unless it provides bookkeeping services to unrelated parties. Observation:
Administrative offices generally are not subject to license taxation on gross
receipts.
38. Situs: Internet Sales. P.D. 99-137 (June 10, 1999). The Commissioner ruled
that the fact that a company offered goods for sale over the Internet did not
mean that it had a "definite place of business" in Virginia for local license tax
purposes.
39. Situs: Money Orders/Nexus. P.D. 99-234 (August 13, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that that a company whose money transfer and other
financial services are sold by independent retailers does not have an "office"
in each locality where its services are provided and cannot be required to pay
business license tax.
40. Situs: Foreign Offices. P.D. 99-236 (August 16, 1999). The Commissioner
ruled that an office in Italy provided by a client to a taxpayer may constitute a
definite place of business for the taxpayer so that receipts attributable to the
office in Italy are not taxable in Virginia. The Commissioner remanded the
appeal to the locality to determine facts. He further ruled that receipts, if
taxable locally, could not be deducted because they were not in fact subjected
to Italian income tax.
41. Situs: Interstate Receipts. P.D. 99-238 (August 23, 1999). The
Commissioner ruled that a company with only one place of business, which is
in Virginia, must report all of its gross receipts for local taxation. It is entitled
to a deduction, however, to the extent that it is liable for an income tax to
another state and files a return with respect to that tax.
V. PROPERTY TAXES
A. Legislation
1. Internet Property. (HB 781). Tangible personal property that is used to
provide internet services now constitutes a separate classification of property
for property tax purposes. Localities may tax such property at a rate lower
than the generally applicable tangible personal property rate.
B. Court Decisions
1. Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Roanoke v. County of Botetourt 2000 Va. LEXIS
30 (March 3, 2000). In a decision handed down on March 3, 2000, the
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Supreme Court of Virginia limited the definition of a manufacturer's capital
for Virginia property tax purposes. Virginia Code § 58.1-1 101A(2) defines as
non-taxable "capital," "personal property, tangible in fact, used in
manufacturing ... businesses." As a result of this definition, most of a
manufacturer's tangible personal property, except property that is used directly
in the manufacturing process, cannot be taxed by Virginia localities. This
would include, for example, furniture, fixtures, office equipment and
computer equipment used in various administrative activities. Equipment that
is used directly in the manufacturing process is generally defined as
"machinery and tools" and is taxable. City of Winchester v. American
Woodmark Corp., 250 Va. 451, 464 S.E.2d 148 (1995) (holding that furniture,
fixtures and computer equipment at manufacturer's corporate headquarters
was properly classified as capital and not as machinery and tools).
In this case, the taxpayer ("Coca-Cola Bottling") argued that the County had
improperly assessed its vending equipment as tangible personal property.
Coca-Cola Bottling took the position that vending machines and similar
property used in making various types of sales should be classified as capital
because this property was not used directly in its manufacturing process. The
trial court ruled in favor of the locality holding that the vending equipment was
taxable as tangible personal property.
On appeal the Supreme Court of Virginia affirmed the trial court's
determination that Coca-Cola Bottling was engaged in two separate businesses:
(i) manufacturing and (ii) selling. On this basis, the Supreme Court held that
the vending machines and other equipment used in the "sales business" was not
classified as part of the capital of the manufacturing business.
It is important to recognize that the Supreme Court's opinion rests on a factual
determination that Coca-Cola Bottling was engaged in two separate businesses.
It is also important to note that the Supreme Court's opinion does not address
the tax status of personal property utilized in a wholesale sales function.
Although the Coca-Cola Bottling decision may make it difficult to succeed in
classifying personal property used in a retail function as manufacturer's capital,
taxpayers have a much stronger case with respect to such property used in
wholesale operations which traditionally have been recognized in Virginia as
part of the manufacturing activity.
Although most manufacturers will not be directly affected by the "retail"
aspects of the Coca-Cola Bottling decision, they should be prepared to defend
the exempt status of the furniture, fixtures, computer equipment and other
personal property used in wholesale functions. For many years, most Virginia
localities have recognized such wholesale sales offices as part of the
manufacturing business and have treated the property in those offices as non-
taxable capital. It is not unlikely that many Virginia localities will attempt to
read the Coca-Cola Bottling decision as inviting them to question this past
practice. In the event of such audits, it is vital that taxpayers follow carefully
Virginia's recently enacted administrative procedures to preserve the
possibility of an appeal from the local Commissioner of Revenue to the State
Tax Commissioner in Richmond.
2. Smvth County Community Hospital v. Town of Marion, (Record No. 990766;
March 3, 2000). The Virginia Supreme Court held that Property owned by a
tax-exempt nonprofit hospital and operated as a nursing home (an intermediate
care nursing facility) is exempt from property tax. The nursing home had its
own administrator, but was governed by the hospital's board of directors, and
was not organized as a separate legal entity. The services provided at the
nursing home were provided by hospital employees who worked at both the
hospital and the nursing home. The Virginia Supreme Court held that the
nursing home would not be covered by the Va. Code § 58.1-3606(A)(5)
exemption unless it belonged to the hospital and was actually and exclusively
occupied and used by the hospital. It concluded that the nursing home was
actually and exclusively occupied and used by the hospital, and, therefore, that
the exemption applied. It reached this conclusion even though the nursing
home was a separate reporting entity for financial reporting purposes and held
a license separate from that of the hospital.
3. City of Richmond v. Virginia United Methodist Homes, Inc.. 257 Va. 146, 509
S.E.2d504 (1999). The Virginia Supreme Court held that the continuing care
facilities operated by Virginia United Methodist Homes did not constitute
"asylums," and, therefore, were not entitled to tax-exempt status. The Court
concluded that a facility which has as its express purpose providing care and
residence for aging persons without special regard to whether such persons are
also "destitute, afflicted or otherwise unfortunate persons" cannot properly be
determined to be an asylum. The requirement that prospective residents have
ample financial means to cover the anticipated cost s of care was considered to
refute any conclusion that the facilities were used to serve destitute or
otherwise unfortunate persons.
4. Rittenhouse Square, L.C. v. City of Richmond, 49 Va. Cir. 100 (Ric. Cir. Ct.
1999). The Circuit Court held that the taxpayer, contesting the valuation for
real estate tax purposes of an uninhabitable apartment building, failed to
overcome the presumption that the assessment made by the city was correct.
The taxpayer's evidence of a December 1997 auction sale price was held
insufficient to overcome the presumption because the seller was obligated to
sell to the highest bidder regardless of price, a condition which the concluded
rendered the sale price not indicative of the property's fair market value (the
auction was conducted after two unsuccessful marketing efforts). The
taxpayer's expert witness valued the property using both the income approach
and the direct sales comparison approach. However, because he developed the
approaches based on the estimated value of the property after rehabilitation, and
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because the Virginia Supreme Court has held that valuation of property based
on speculative income is not reliable, the expert's testimony was too uncertain
to overcome the presumption that the assessment was valid.
C. Opinions of the Attorney General
1. Confidentiality of Taxpaver Information. 1999 Va. AG LEXIS 8 (January 20,
1999). The Attorney General determined that the commissioner of the
revenue could disclose taxpayer information on the year, make, model and
value of a taxpayer's vehicle to the city officials/agency charged with
responsibility for collecting delinquent taxes, and that such disclosure was
permissible under Va. Code § 58.1-3.
2. Exemptions for the Disabled. 1999 Va. AG Lexis 47 (July 16, 1999). The
Attorney General determined that tax exemptions for elderly and handicapped
are not available to individual proprietary lessee of cooperative unit. Section
58.1-3281 provides that real estate taxes shall be assessed to the owner of real
estate. Section 58.1-3210 which provides for an exemption from or a deferral
of real estate taxes for certain elderly or handicapped persons, requires that the
real estate be "owned by, and occupied as the sole dwelling of anyone at least
sixty-five years of age or ... found to be permanently and totally disabled."
The Virginia Real Estate Cooperative Act defines a "cooperative" as "real
estate owned by an association, each of the members of which is entitled, by
virtue of his ownership interest in the association, to exclusive possession of a
unit." The real estate cooperative association, and not proprietary lessee with
possessory interest in individual cooperative unit, is owner of real estate and is
therefore subject to real estate tax assessment. The Attorney General
determined that, because exemptions must be strictly construed and, in
doubtful cases, resolved against recognition of the exemption, the
determination that the cooperative association owned the real estate required a
finding that the § 58.1-3210 exemptions are not available to an individual
proprietary lessee.
VI. MISCELLANEOUS TAX ISSUES
A. Legislation
1. Unclaimed Property. (IB 763; SB 676). A comprehensive reformation and
revision of Virginia's Unclaimed Property Act was proposed, but many of the
details were lost in the legislative process. The final bill, which has been
signed by the Governor, has the following important features: (i) an exception
for credits or claims arising in a business to business transaction; (ii) an
exclusion for certain "gift certificates" and other credits redeemable only in
merchandise; (iii) a definite statute of limitations (5 years from date of filing
report or 10 years from date report due if there was no report or a materially
false report was filed.)
2. Contract Auditors. (HB 1027; SB 544). Virginia, for the fourth time in five
years, defeated legislation that would have authorized localities to employ
"contract auditors." Although litigation is pending where a local trial court
has permitted the use of a contract audit firm, this specific action by the
General Assembly strongly indicates that there is a problem with that trial
court's opinion.
3. Electronic Assessments. (HB 498; SB 55). The State Tax Commissioner is
authorized to make assessments by email, telephone facsimile, and other
electronic means. Recognizing that the technology in this area is developing,
the Commissioner has advised that he will review proposed procedures with
the business community before implementing them.
4. Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax. (HB 1275; SB 530). The laws concerning
Virginia's motor vehicle fuel tax have been substantially rewritten to provide
for taxation at the point fuel is removed from a terminal.
B. Court Opinions
1. Clinchfield Coal v. Ronnie L. Robbins, Commissioner of the Revenue, Cir.
Ct. Dickenson County (December 26, 1999). The Circuit Court held that the
Commissioner of the Revenue was authorized under Virginia law to employ a
private accounting firm to conduct a severance tax audit of a taxpayer in his
locality. It held provisions of Virginia law concerning confidentiality of
taxpayer information to be inapplicable because the Commissioner of the
Revenue "deputized" the employees of the private accounting firm and treated
them as his own employees. A Petition for Appeal is pending before the
Supreme Court of Virginia.
C. Opinions of the Attorney General
1. Confidentiality of Taxpayer Information. 1998 Va. AG LEXIS 40 (October
22, 1998). Virginia Code § 58.1-3 prohibits the disclosure of taxpayer
information by state and local tax officials and their staff absent "a proper
judicial order." The Attorney General has determined that a subpoena duces
tecum, whether signed by a judge or by the clerk of court, does not necessarily
constitute a "proper judicial order" because subpoenas duces tecum are
routinely issued without consideration of the relevance of the information
sought, or the relevance of such information to the pending litigation. The
Attorney General cited Va. Code § 58.1-109, which requires the Tax
Commissioner and Tax Department personnel to produce subpoenaed
materials under seal to the clerk of court to be turned over to the requesting
party only after a judge's determination that the information contained in the
subpoenaed tax records is "of such importance that the ends of justice require
that the secrecy and confidentiality of such returns be violated."
2. Dispute Resolution. 1999 Va. AG Lexis 18 (April 20, 1999). The Attorney
General determined that the accord and satisfaction methods of Uniform
Commercial Code do not govern disputed local tax liability. Section 8.3A-
311 is a provision of the Uniform Commercial Code which provides that a
claim is discharged if paid by an instrument containing or accompanied by a
conspicuous statement that the instrument was tendered in full satisfaction of
the claim and if the claimant obtains payment of the instrument. The Attorney
General noted the remedies for resolving disputed tax assessments, including
the imposition of penalties and interest for the late payment of taxes, are set
out in Title 58.1.6 Sections 58.1-3980 through 58.1-3989 and §§ 58.1-3990
through 58.1-3992, and that no statutory authority permits taxpayer to resolve
disputed tax liability by withholding payment of penalty and interest from
check submitted to treasurer accompanied by statement that acceptance of
partial payment of taxes constitutes full satisfaction of assessment.
VII. TAX PLANNING & TAX TRAPS
A. Corporate Income Tax
1. Consolidated Returns. In the first year that two or more members of an
affiliated group are subject to Virginia income taxation, there is effectively an
irrevocable election to file or not to file returns on a consolidated basis. Once
the election is made, subsequent changes not allowed. E P.D. 98-112 (June
30, 1998); P.D. 98-115 (June 30, 1998).
B. Retail Sales & Use Tax
1. Services Versus Sales of Tangible Personal Property. Service providers are
taxable in Virginia on all tangible personal property used in performing a
contract. Virginia will not analyze this issue based on purchase orders or
separately stated costs in contract. Thus, for example, tangible personal
property purchased for later exempt sale e to government or out of state)
will be taxable in Virginia if provided as part of what is deemed a "service
contract." This is so even if invoices, purchase orders or other documents
separate out and price independently the cost of tangible personal property.
E P.D. 95-16 (January 27, 1995) (no resale exemption allowed for sale of
property to government under service contract; separate delivery orders not
considered). Consider using two contracts, one for property and one for
services.
C. Procedural Matters
1. Cooperation on Audits. Be careful of denying any information to an auditor.
Some localities will argue that such action deprives court ofjurisdiction to
correct an audit assessment. See Virginia Code § 58.1-3987 (local taxes). See
also City of Richmond v. Gordon, 224 Va. 103, 294 S.E.2d 846 (1982). Some
localities appear to intentionally set up this defense during audits by making
far ranging document requests.
2. Federal Audits and Adjustments. Federal audit does not reopen totally the
Virginia income tax return. Generally, an amended Virginia return must be
filed within three years. Virginia Code § 58.1-1823A. Outside the three year
rule, a taxpayer has one year to advise of federal audit results, but the refund
cannot exceed the decrease in Virginia tax attributable to federal corrections.
Virginia Code § 58.1-1823A. If notice of federal audit results are not given
within one year and amended return not filed within three years, Virginia will
claim benefit of federal adjustments that increase tax but not allow "offsets"
that decrease tax. E P.D. 99-273 (October 7, 1999) (following IRS
determination that taxpayer had overpaid for 1992 and 1994 and owed
additional tax for 1993, Department assessed additional tax for 1993 but
denied refunds for 1992 and 1994 because taxpayer failed to file amended
returns for 1992 and 1994 in a timely manner) and P.D. 97-22 (January 24,
1997). Beware of (i) holding issues until federal audit is concluded and (ii)
"timing adjustments" in federal audit that may not match up in Virginia
review.
3. Local Procedures. The usual refund period for local taxes is three years.
Virginia Code § 58.1-3984. Some Virginia localities have limited the right-
of-appeal period to one year for real estate assessments and require exhaustion
of remedies before going to court (i.e., must go to Board of Equalization).
Note that the local administrative appeal filing deadline may be as short as a
few months for real estate assessments.
4. Local Procedures. To take advantage of administrative appeal to the Virginia
Department of Taxation from an adverse ruling by a local Commissioner of
Revenue, local appeal must be filed within 90 days of an "audit assessment,"
then state appeal can follow within 90 days of adverse local ruling. Virginia
Code § 58.1-3703.1A(5) (BPOL audit appeals) and § 58.1-3983.1 (personal
property tax assessments). Even if locality has assessed tax after
correspondence, a "duplicative" local appeal must be filed before pursuing the
state appeal. Note that a claim for refund or amended return may not
constitute an appealable "audit assessment" under business license tax appeal
procedures.
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